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Erik Ortmann, partner and vice chair of KD's construction law practice group, was quoted in an article written by Kim Slowey published
by ConstructionDive on January 7, 2020.

Dive Brief:

A coalition of five contractors' groups, the Alliance for Fair and Equitable Contracting Today, (AFFECT) is suing New York City's
Metropolitan Transportation Authority (MTA) in hopes that a federal court will declare the authority's contractor debarment
rules unconstitutional.

The regulations mandate that contractors be debarred for five years if they do not complete a project or its change orders on
schedule by more than 10% of the contract term or if their unsuccessful claims for extra costs are 10% or more of the total
adjusted contract value, even if the contractors are acting in good faith or their debarment is considered unfair. The MTA can
also debar the contractors' parent companies or stakeholders with more than 10% ownership. The regulations apply both
prospectively to new contracts and retroactively to all contracts already in existence, according to the lawsuit.

Debarment removes a contractor’s eligibility for government contracts for a fixed period of time, and attorneys for AFFECT
refer to it as a "death penalty" since an MTA debarment could lead to debarment nationwide because contractors are often
required to give details about their histories to other agencies.

But how effective will the new department regulations be in the long run in helping the MTA reach its goal of improved efficiency?

"The potential impact of this rule is unprecedented," said attorney Erik Ortmann, vice-chair of the construction law practice at

Kaufman Dolowich Voluck LLP in New York. 

Since debarment is mandatory if a contractor runs afoul of the new regulations, he said, a scenario could arise in which one or more

companies try to insulate themselves from the repercussions by inflating their bids. Also, the MTA, which has an interest in keeping

costs down, could deny a change order or a portion of a change order in such an amount as to trigger debarment, even if the

contractor submitted the change believed it to be valid. 

Ortmann said that it's possible that AFFECT and the MTA could reach some sort of middle ground, but in the meantime, some

contractors that have plenty of work might choose not to bid on MTA jobs. 

"The [MTA] is going to need highly qualified contractors to do this work, but, on the other end, they're putting in this draconian rule

where there may be contractors that say, 'We're not interested in doing the work,' or,  'Were going to do it at such a high price that

it's going to be well above the engineers' estimates because we're accounting for the risk associated with this debarment rule,'" he said.
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